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Introduction

     Let X be an algebraic curve and consider an exact sequence of 

algebraic groups over X.

       —*(1) G
mGL(2)PGL(1)(1).

This sequence gives an exact sequence of cohomologies

1 H(X
, Gm) -----* H'(X, GL(2))Hi(X,  PGL(l))H2(X,  Gm)

here we have H"2                  (X,  G)  =  0 because dim X = 1. This shows that the

classification of P1-bundles*) over X is achieved by classifying vector

bundles of rank 2 over X modulo tensor products of line  bundles. In 

 1
Chapter I, we shall study the  classification problem of  P--bundles over X 

from this view point. Previously, Atiyah  [1] studied this problem and his 

method naturally corresponds to our method in Chapter I ; We shall reproduce 

in Chapter II the part of the paper [1] which relates to the classification 

of  P1-bundles.

 1
     On the other hand,  P--bundles over X are naturally regarded as 

geometric ruled surfaces, and the converse is true (Chapter 0). Nagata [10] 

gave a complete classification of rational ruled surfaces by a method of

elementary transformation, and we studied in  [9] a partial classification

*) In general, we denote by  Pr the projective space of dim r. 
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of geometric ruled  surfaces by this method. The contents of [9] and farther

consequences will be stated in Chapter III. We shall compare three methods 

and study special cases in Chapter IV. We can  classify a "good half" of

P1-bundles over a complete non-singular curve of arbitrary genus. But

another half is very difficult and we can classify it in some special cases.

    We shall fix an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic 

and consider objects only over k. Let X be a complete non-singular 

curve of genus g. E, E',... etc. denote always vector bundles of rank 2

over X. I (or, I2) is the trivial bundle  of rank  1 (or, 2, resp.). A

subbundle of E always means a sub-linebundle. E denotes the sheaf of 

germs of regular sections  of  E. k* denotes the multiplicative group of 

non-zero elements of k.

2



 Chapter  O.  Some preliminary results.

We shall prove, here, some comparison theorems. In the first place, 

Theorem 0.1. Let V be a complete variety defined over k. Then,

there  exists  a  morphism  R  :V X such that  7-1(X) =  Pr for all 

x X if and only if V is a  Pr-bundle over X (in Zariski topology).

     Proof. The  "if" part is obvious. In order to prove the only if part, 

we first show that a  Pr-bundle in  'kale finite topology is a  Pr-bundle in

Zariski topology. We consider the following exact sequence of algebraic 

groups over X  :

(1) Gm )-GL (r+1)PGL ( r )--± (1).

Therefore we have an exact sequence of  etale finite cohomologies

 Hl(X6tf'  GL(r+l))  Hi(Xetf' PGL(r))  --+  H2(Xetf'  G
m),

 2here  H-(X6
tf' Gm) = 0 because k is algebraically closed and dim X =  1 

(see [7]). Thus we know that a Pr-bundle P in the  etale finite topology 

over X is the quotient of a vector bundle  Er+1                                                  of rank r + 1 in the

 &tale finite topology over X by the relation that two points on a line going

through the origine of a fibre of  Er+1                                            is equivalent. On the other hand, 

 Er+1       is locally trivial in the Zariski topology (see [5]). Therefore, P 

is  Pr-bundle in the Zariski topology. Now we go back to the proof of the

3



only if part. By our assumption,  7 is indeed a proper flat morphism 

(see Lemma  1.3 of[8]). Therefore V is a Pr-bundle in the  dtale finite 

topology over X (see Theorem 8.2 of [6]). Q.E.D.

A complete surface S is called a ruled surface over X if and only

there is a morphism  7 : S X such that  7-1(X) = P1 for all x  E

This definition is the same as Nagata's one in  [10]. If furthermore X is 

irrational, then a surface S' which is birational to S  is ruled  if and 

only if it is a relatively minimal model.

Now, we obtain directly from the above theorem 

Corollary 0.2. A surface S is a ruled surface over X if and only

if S is a P1-bundle over X.

The following theorem shows a relation between the classification of

isomorphism classes of  P1-bundles and that of biregular classes of ruled

surfaces.

Theorem 0.3. The total spaces of P1-bundles  P,  P' over X with

positive genus are biregularly equivalent if and only if there is an

 *) 
automorphism of X such that P is isomorphic to  ,f,*(P') as

P1-bundle.

Proof. We identify the total space of P1-bundle P (or, P') with

P (or,  P°, resp.) itself. Let  q) be a biregular map of P to  P'. Then 

*)  ct1*(P) is the bundle such that the fibre over x  e X is that of P

over  qb(x). 

                         4
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 i transforms a fibre to a fibre because a rational curve passing through 

a point of P' is unique by virtue of the assumption that the genus of X 

is positive. Hence  i4 induces a automorphism  (1) of X such that 

CH,  7 =  716  IP, where  7 and  7' are projections of P, P' respectively. 

Thus we have an isomorphism  1p'  : P  (/)*(P') such that the fibre of 

P over x is transformed to the fibre of P' over x for all x X.

Since automorphisms of P1 are linear transformations, P is isomorphic to 

 01(P') as PI-bundle. Thus we get the  "only  if" part. The  "if" part  is

obvious.  Q.E.D.

     The automorphism group of X is a finite group if the genus of X is 

not less than 2. Hence the classification of  biregular classes of ruled

surfaces is almost equivalent to that of isomorphism classes of  PI-bundles

in that case. But there is a big difference between two classifications if 

the genus of X  is equal to 1. (see Chapter IV 2 Th.4.7 and  Th.4.10)

5



1
           Chapter I. Vector bundles and P--bundles. 

In this chapter L,  M, N,... etc. denote line bundles over X and L

does the sheaf of germs of regular sections of L. L(D) denotes the line 

bundle defined by a divisor D. 

                      § 1. Some preliminary lemmas

     In this section we shall prove some results which will be used  later. 

We start with the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Degrees of subbundles of E are bounded above.

Proof. There exist line bundles L1, L2 such that there is an exact

sequence as follows (see [2]) 

 0  L,  --± E L2 --÷

Let L be an arbitrary subbundle of E. If L C L1, then we have L = L1, 

because rank L = rank L1 = 1. Hence deg L = deg L1in this case.

Assume that L  L1. It follows that  F  (X, L-1 C) L2) =(X, Hom(L, L2))

  0. Hence, deg (L-10 L2) = deg L2 - deg L > 0, i.e. deg L2 > deg L in

this case. Consequently, deg L < max(deg  Li, deg L2).  Q.E.D.

Definition 1.1. A subbundle L of E is called a maximal subbundle

of E if and only if deg L is maximal. M(E) denotes the maximal degree. 

    We know that E has at least one subbundle (see  [2]). Hence there 
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always exists  a  maximal subbundle by Lemma 1.1. The following lemma and 

Corollary 1.6 show that a maximal subbundle of E is uniquely determined

under some conditions.

Lemma 1.2. If deg  E - 2 M(E) < 0, then there is only one maximal

subbundle of  E.

Proof. Let L1, L2 be maximal subbundles of  E. We have exact sequences 

 i1 P1

 0 L1EL'0  11 

 i2  p2

 0 L2  -=-4-  E  L2 0  . 

Now, suppose  L2  (4.  Li, then we obtain  p1, i2 0. Hence, as in the proof 

of Lemma 1.1 we see that deg L2 < deg  LI. This cannot occur in our case 

because deg  LI  = deg  E - deg  L1 = deg E - M(E) < M(E) = deg L2. We obtain, 

therefore, L2  C.  Ll and they have the same rank, which implies L1 = L2.

 0.E.D.

     Lemma 1.3. If L1and L2 are distinct subbundles of  E, then 

 H0(X,  (det  E)E)L110 L21) is not zero.

Proof. Consider a diagram which consists of two exact sequences 

 h

 0 L1—+ E(det E)  0 L110 

 g 

               L2

7



    Then  go h is not zero in  H0(X, Hom(L2, (det E)  ()  1,11))  =  HCI(X, 

(det  E)  C)L11C)L21). Q.E.D.

    The following lemma is important.

Lemma 1.4.  If L1 and L2 are distinct subbundles of E such that

deg E = deg L1 + deg L2, then we have that E  L1  e L2.

Proof. Consider the sequences as in the proof  of Lemma 1.2 for the

                                    1 
present L1and L2. We have (det E)L11I by Lemma 1.3 and 

our assumption. Pence we get an isomorphism h (det E)  L11  L2. 

Now, the homomorphism h  0p1,.  i2 0 is an element of r(X, Hom(L2, L2))  = 

k. Thus there is an element  a in k - {0} such that h  .p/.  12 is the

multiplication by a. Since  (a-1.h  ,,p1)  012  = id, the sequence 0 

L2 E L°2 --- 0 splits. Accordingly, we obtain that  E is 

isomorphic to  L1q)L2. Q.E.D.

     Maximal subbundles of E cannot be isomorphic each other except for 

some special cases. In fact, we have

     Lemma 1.5. If L1 and L2 are distinct maximal subbundles of  E 

and L1  =  L2' then  E = L1  el,1.

                    1 P
roof. Let  E° = E1Then the trivial bundles  L1L11 and

      1 L
2C)L11 maximal subbundles of  E°. Thus we have dim H0(X,  E°) >  2.

On the other hand, the global sections which are not the zero-section have

                                    0 
no zero-points. For, if a section cp e H (X,  E') have zero-points,  [4)1
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is a subbundle of  E' with positive degree (see [2] p.419). Since E' is 

of rank 2, one can see that E' is isomorphic to the trivial bundle. Hence

we get E L1  G  .  Q.E.D.

    Corollary 1.6. (i) If deg E - 2 M(E) = 0 and if E is inde-

composable, then a maximal subbundle of E is unique.

    (ii) If deg E - 2 M(E) = 0,  E is decomposable and if  E 

for any subbundle L of  E, then there are only two maximal subbundles of  E.

     Proof. Let  L1, L2 be distinct maximal subbundles. Then, since 

deg  E  - deg  L1 - deg L9  = 0, we have E =  Ll  ED  L9 by Lemma  1.4, which proves

 (i). As for (ii), the hypotheses imply not only that E =  M1N2  (M1 -M2) 

but also that M1andMare maximal subbundles of  E. Let L be a maximal                       2

subbundle of  E. Then the exact sequence

0 M1EM2  ) 0

and a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma  1.2 show that L =  Mi or 

 L= M2. If L  =  M2, we see that L =  M2 by Lemma  1.5. Q.E.D.

     Remark  1,7. It is clear that it holds that if E =  L  ®  L, then  E 

has infinitely many maximal subbundles. But all maximal subbundles are 

isomorphic to L in the case.

     The integer deg E - 2 M(E) is bounded above when  E ranges over all 

vector bundles of rank 2 over X. In fact, we have

9



*)
Lemma 1.8. 

 2g  -  1 if  g>  1 

 deg E - 2 M(E) < for all E. 

 0 if  g  =  0 

 -1
    Proof. Let L be a maximal subbundle of E and set  E' =  E(D L 

Then we obtain an exact sequence

0  ----->- I E' L' 0

and deg E' = deg L' = deg E - 2 M(E). Now, suppose that deg E - 2 M(E) > 

then the Riemann-Roch theorem over X implies that dim H0(X, E') > deg  E' 

+ 2(1 - g) > 2 (see [2] or [4]). However, I is maximal subbundle of E', 

because L is such one  of E. Thus one can see that  E° is the trivial 

bundle by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.5. Hence, deg E - 

2 M(E) = deg E' = 0, which is a contradiction if g 0. In case where 

g  = 0, by the same argument we see that deg E - 2  M(E) > 0 implies that 

E' is trivial and dim H0(X E') >  3, which is impossible.  Q.E.D.

             § 2. Invariants and classification 

From now on, a vector bundle (of rank 1 or 2) is identified with

*) The lowest upper bound of deg E - 2 M(E) is g. This will be proved 

     in Chapter III, § 1. 

                               10
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another  bundle  if  they  are  isomorphic to each other. Let Idle  if  they  are  isomorphic to each other. Let  ex  be  the  set

of the isomorphism classes of vector bundles of rank 2 over X. We introduce 

the following relation in  Ex.

    Definition 1.2.  E1, E2  e  EX are called equivalent if and only if 

there exists a line bundle L such that E1 = E2 C)L. Then we denote this 

relation by E1 E2.

It is obvious that the relation  ti is an equivalence relation. Let

"e
Xbe the quotient set &X/tiXcan be identified with the set of 

isomorphism classes of P1-bundles over X (see Introduction). The class

of E in 1pXis denoted by P(E) and P(E) is regarded as a P1-bundle 

too.

    Now, put N(E) = deg E - 2 M(E) and  A(E) =  fdet  E  L-21, where L 

                 -2A,- 
ranges over all maximal subbundles of E and if L12L2-2=A,=A,L

r2

 -2 
for r maximal subbundles Li, L2,..., L

r, det Li
for r maximal subbundles Li, L2,..., Lr, det Li- is counted r 

times. The degrees of elements of  r4(E) are N(E). N(E) and  k(E) 

satisfy the following proposition.

Proposition 1.9. 

(i) N(E) is an integer and is not greater than g. 

(ii) Both N(E) and  ob(E) depend only on P(E) 

(iii)  as(E) contains only one element if one of the following conditions

is satisfied.

11



(a) N(E) < 0 

(b) N(E) = 0 and E is indecomposable.

     (iv) (E) contains only two elements and they are dual each other 

if N(E) = 0, E is decomposable and P(E)  P(I2).

     Proof. It is obvious that N(E) is an integer. The fact that N(E) 

is not greater than g will be proved in Chapter III, § 1. (ii) is clear 

if one notes that M is a maximal subbundle of E if and only if  MO L 

is a maximal subbundle of E  ()L. As for (iii), (a) is an immediate 

consequence of Lemma 1.2 and (b)  follows from Corollary 1.6, (i). (iv) follows 

from Corollary 1.6, (ii). Q.E.D.

The following notion is now adequate. 

Definition 1.3. A vector bundle E of rank 2 is called of canonical

type if and only if I is a maximal subbundle of  E. 

     It is clear that P(E) contains at least one vector bundle of

canonical type. Thus, if P(E) has only one vector bundle of canonical 

type, the classification of  T?X is reduced to that of vector bundles of 

canonical type. In fact, under a certain condition P(E) determines 

uniquely a vector bundle  of canonical type. But the determination is not 

always true (see Chapter IV § 2).

Lemma 1.10. 

(i) Under one of the conditions of Proposition 1.9, (iii), P(E)

12



contains only one vector bundle of canonical type.

    (ii) If E = L1 (+) L2, N(E) = 0, (hence deg L1 = deg L2) and L1 L2, 

then the vector bundles of canonical type in P(E) are  I  Q)  (L2  0  L11)

 _1

and (L1  L2-)  0  I.

     Proof. All our assertions follow from the facts which were used in 

the proof of Proposition 1.9.

     Put Cx = {(D,  E)  I D  = divisor class on X with deg D < 0,  E 

P(H1(X, L(-D))) U  {0}1, where P(H1(X, L(-D))) is the  projective space 

 Hi(X, L(-D))  -  {0}/k*. Let  CX be the quotient set of C°Xby the relation

such that (D,  E) and (D',  E') are equivalent if and only if (i) D =  D' 

and  E  E', or (ii) D' -D and  E  E' 0. Then we get the  following

theorem.

    Theorem  1.11.  16)-  X=  {P(E)  I P(E)Vx and N(P(E)) <  0} bijectively 

corresponds to  Cx.

Proof. Let P(E) be an element of  -p  Xand E' be a vector bundle

of canonical type in P(E). Then E' an extension of det E' by I and 

det  E' ,o'tS  (P(E))

    0 I  El  det  E' 0. 

To give an isomorphism class of non-trivial extensions is equivalent to

give an element of P(H1(X, (det  E')-1)) because the injection i is

13



 uniquely determined up to multiplication of elements of k* by Lemma 1.5

(see [3]). Therefore, extension classes of det E' by I and P(H1(X,

det  E')-1))  V  {O} are bijective, the trivial extension corresponding to

 {0}. Thus by Proposition  1.9 and Lemma 1.10 P(E) determines an element 

of  CX since an isomorphism class of line bundles defines a divisor class.

 0 C
onversely, an element (D,  E) of  CX gives an extension class.

    0  I  E  (D,  L  (D)  O. 

Since deg L(D) < 0, I is a maximal subbundle of E(D,  E) (see the proof

 of Lemma 1.1) and so E(D,  E) is of canonical type. P(E(D,  E)) is,

therefore, an element of  zp; and if (D,  E) and (D',  E') are mapped to 

the same element  of  CX by the canonical map, then P(E(D,  E)) = P(E(D',  c'))

It is easy to see that two maps defined as above are reciprocal to each other. 

 O.E.D.

When P(E) GT -1-c corresponds to the class of  (D,  E) in  CX by the

above correspondence, L(D) is an element of  4  (P(E)). On the other hand, 

 A(P(E)) has one or two elements.  Hence we shall use  c (P(E)) instead 

of D or L(D), and identify the class of (D,  E) in  CX with  (4(P(E)),

““EM. 

 1
Corollary 1.12. The moduli space of  P--bundles over X of genus

g > 1 which are decomposable, that is,  P1-bundle P(E) such that E is

14



decomposable, is union of J
n(n ranges over all negative integers) and

 J0' where  J
n is biregularly isomorphic to the Jacobian variety of X

and J0is the quotient space ofthe Jacobian variety by the relation

A  E -A.

Proof. Decomposable  P1-bundles are contained in  Z?  Xbecause a

direct  summand of a decomposable bundle whose degree is not less than that 

of another  summand is a maximal subbundle of the bundle (see the  proof of

Lemma 1.1). Moreover, a P1-bundle P(E) is decomposable if and only if 

the corresponding element in  Cx is (Gt(P(E)), 0).  {(0  (P(E)), 0)  I 

N(P(E)) = n < 0  3 and  {(J)(P(E)), 0)  1 N(P(E)) = 0  I are in bijective

correspondence with  J
n and  J0 respectively.  Q.E.D.

    Remark  1.13. If N(P(E)) <2- 2g, then H1(X,Z(P(E))-1) = 0, that 

is to say, P(E) is decomposable. Therefore, by the above corollary it is

important to classify P(E) of  15)x such that 2 - 2g < N(P(E)) < g. 

But it is very difficult to classify  07  X= {P(E)  I N(P(E)) > 0) (see

Chapter III, 1 and Chapter  IV, § 2). 

    Remark 1.14. det E, the maximal subbundle of E and  P(E))

classify the vector bundles of rank 2 such that N(E) < 0. 

                  § 3. Geometric meaning of invariants.

In the preceding  section, we have defined the invariants N(P(E)) and 
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  (P(E)). We shall study, here, the geometric meaning of them. We shall 

begin with

Lemma 1.14. To give a section of P(E) is equivalent to give a

subbundle of E.

Proof. Let  {U.}  be a system of sufficiently fine coordinate 

 1

neighbourhood of E and let L be a subbundle of E. If the transition

                                                  a.b 
matrices of L are (e..), then those of E are of the formijb.. 

                                                             11                                                     0 
c..
 11

in the suitable coordinates. When the coordinates of E are.  [x1]                                                                                 Y9 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    . 

                                                                                      1 

those  of P(E) are zi = x./y. in a natural correspondence and the 
                      1 1 

coordinate transformations are  z. =  (a../c.  )z. +  (b../c.  ). Then, the
 1  1]  13  1  11  11

 subbundle L corresponds to  the infinite section (i.e.  the section defined

by  z.1= 0) of P(E) in the above coordinates because L is defined by

 y. = 0 in E. This defines a map  -1(  of the set of subbundles to that -1  - 

of sections. A subbundle different from L cannot correspond the infinite 

section with respect to the above coordinates. Thus the map  '1 is injective. 

Conversely, let s be a section of P(E). If one takes s as the infinite

section, the coordinate transformations are z.= d..z  i 
                                       1jjij.

                           a!j 13b' t
ransition matrices of E areiwith respect to the 

                           0  c!.
 11

corresponding coordinates of E, where a!./c'= d..and b'/c:= f...  1] ijijijijij 
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Then the subset of E such that  yi = 0 is the subbundle  L' of E 

defined by the transition matrices  (aL). Now, L' corresponds to s by
 11

 , that is, is surjective.  Q.E.D.

N(P(E)) has the following meaning. 

Lemma 1.15. N(P(E)) is the minimum of self-intersection numbers of

sections of P(E).

Proof. Let s be a section of P(E) and L sbe the corresponding

subbundle of E. Then we obtain an exact sequence 

     0 L
s--4 EL --± 0.

We can take a coordinate of E such that the transition matrices are of

 c 

the form ij 

 0

Then, we may assume 

 transformations are 

 section.  When x 

the ruled surface 

The local equations 

bundle  of s are  g

       -1 -1 
g,.= (z.  /z. )
 1J 1

 ij 

 ij

is 

 P( 

 0

 s

that 

 z.
 1 

a

 P(E) 

 of

given

 (a.  ) and  (b,.) defining L ij  lj 

P(E) has the coordinates such

 =  (a ../b..)z, +  (c../b..) and s  lj  IJ  1  1J  ij

local coordinate of X, the local 

 in a neighbourhood of s may be 

 -1
 saregivepbyz,=() and so 

 1

by transition matrices

            ac.,  -1  ji  
(z.(z+ 11   ))= a../b  b

..ib..  s  11  J1  J1

 and L respectively. 

that the coordinate 

  is the infinite

coordinates of

taken as (x, z-1).

the characteristic 

 = 

       b,  1i ji
1]11

17



Therefore, if d(L L
s1) denotes the divisor class defined by LQ)L-s1, 

we have Tr(s•s)*) = d(L(D L-s1), where  Ti is the projection  of P(E) 

onto X. On the other hand,  deg(L(D  Ls1) is minimal if and only if  Ls 

is a maximal subbundle of E, and if Ls is such a subbundle, we obtain 

 **)                1
)  (s,^)=deg(LeLs = N(P(E)).  Q.E.I  = deg(Le L

s-) = N(P(E)).  Q.E.). 

We employ the following definition. 

Definition 1.4. A section s of P(E) is  called a minimal section

of  P(E) if and only if (s, s) =  N(P(E)). 

    Lemma 1.14 and Lemma 1.15 imply that the minimal sections of P(E)

are in bijective correspondence with the maximal subbundles of E. Moreover, 

the proof  of Lemma 1.15 above shows that if s is a minimal section of 

P(E), then  Tr(s•s) = d ((det  E)  L-2) for the corresponding maximal 

subbundle L of E. On the other hand, the map  : L (det  E)<)  L

of the set of maximal subbundles into  dS(P(E)) is bijective by the 

definition of  46 (P(E)). Thus we have

    Theorem 1.16. The set of minimal sections of P(E) is bijective with 

the set  of maximal subbundles of E. Moreover, if s is a minimal 

section of P(E), then  L(Tr(s•s))  (IT is the projection of P(E) onto X) 

is an element of  k(P(E)) and the map : s  L(7(s•s)) of the set of 

*)  s•s' is the intersection of s and s'. 

**) (s ,^) is the self-intersection number of s.
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minimal sections of P(E) into  0ZS(P(E)) is  bijective.

Combining Proposition 1.9 and the above theorem, we get 

Corollary 1.17. If N(P(E)) < 0 or  if N(P(E)) = 0 and  E is

indecomposable, then P(E) has only one minimal section. On the other hand, 

if N(P(E))  = 0, E is decomposable and if P(E) is not the trivial bundle, 

then P(E) has only two minimal sections.

     For the self-intersection number of an arbitrary section, we have the 

following result.

     Proposition 1.18. Let s be a section of P(E) which is not a 

minimal section.

(i) If N(P(E)) < 0, then (s, s) > -N(P(E)). 

(ii) If N(P(E)) > 0, then (s,^) > 2 + N(P(E)).

Moreover, if N(P(E)) is even, then (s,^) is even and if N(P(E)) is 

odd, then (s,^) is  odd.

Proof. Let s' be a minimal section and let L
sand Ls' be the

subbundles of E corresponding to s and  s° respectively. By virtue

of the proof of Lemma  1.15, (s,^) = deg((det  E) (S)  Ls2) and (s',s') = 

             2 d
eg((det E)

s). Hence, (s,^) + (s°,s') = 2deg((det E)jLs16)1'1s 

                                                       " On the other hand, deg((det  E) OL s1OLs71                                             ) > 0 by Lemma 1.3. Thus, 

(s,^) +  (s',s') = 2r (r > 0) and this proves all our assertions. Q.E.D.

Remark 1.19. Let s and s' be distinct sections of P(E) and 
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let  L
s and  Ls, be subbundles of E corresponding to s and  s° 

respectively. Then we have that  71-(s•s°) G  I(det E)  L-1 L-s1, where 

 7 is the projection morphism of P(E) and  ILI is the complete linear 

system of a divisor defined by L. Thus,  ff(s•s) +  ff(s°•s°) =  27(s•s°),

if one regards  Tr(s•s),  Tr(s°•s°) and  Tr(s°•s') as the divisor classes

on X.

Proof. Let (a..),ij),(b) and (d) be the transition matrices of

linebundles  L
s, (det E)  COLs                                   and  Ls, respectively. Then we may 

                                                 a—1311 assume that the transition matrices of E are ) . Since Ls, 

             0

is a subbundle  of E, there exists a set  f(f„  g.)}, where  f.,  g. are
 1  1   1  1

 regular  functi_ons  on  the  coordinate  neighbourh.00d  U,  such that fiand

.  gi are not simultaneously zero at any point and that1jd= 

 g 

                                                                  13

 aijci
jf, 

0j                             113  . Henceweobtaintherelationg.=(b../d..)g.,that                                                                                  11.     bijg
j

-1   -1
is, fgi} is a regular section of (det  E)0 L ssOn the other hand, 

s intersects  s° at the zero-points of  {g} with the same  mulplicity 

as the order of zero of  {g}. And the divisor of the zeros of the regular

                                                           -111 
section {g.}is contained in I(det E) sC)Ls. This proves the

first half  of our assertions. The latter half  is easy if one notes that

 Tr(s.^) +  Tr(st.s°) =  2.d(det EejL;1 Q)Ls-1(d is the same as in the proof
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of Lemma 1.15).

     Remark 1.20. 

following fact 

sections in P(E)

   We know by the above 

P(E) is decomposable if

which do not intersect

remark that

and only if 

each other.

Lemma 

 there

1.4 means Q 

exist two

 .E.D. 

the
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Chapter IT. Atiyah's method.

     Let A be a group of affine transformations. An A-bundle is a fibre 

bundle such that the fibre of it is P1 and the transformation group is 

 1
A, that is to say, z az + b, z  e  P. Atiyah classified A-bundles 

over an arbitrary complete non-singular variety. And he showed that a

P1-bundle (whose  transformation group is  PGL(l)) over a complete 

non-singular curve is represented by an A-bundle and studied a criterion

for two A-bundles to be isomorphic as  P1-bundles. Atiyah assumed that 

k is the complex number field, but this  assumption is not necessary for the

classification of  P1-bundles. Therefore we suppose that k is an

algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic in this chapter 

too, and we reproduce the contents of Atiyah's paper  {1} for the convenience

of readers.

                              1. A-bundles. 

     In this section, V is a complete non-singular variety of arbitrary

dimension over the field k. Consider the following exact sequence of 

algebraic groups over V  :

 0  —f G
aA--+C--+ 0.  m

Then we  have a sequence of cohomologies
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 Hl  (V, G
a)H1(V, A) Hl  (V,  G ). 

Since  H1(V,  G ) is in bijective correspondence with the divisor class

                                                 1 
group of  V. we can classify A-bundles by classifying 1'(D), where D 

rangesoverdivisorclassesofV.Leta=Nbe an opencoveringof V.

We shall consider, first, the classification of A-bundles with coordinate 

neighbourhoods a and secondly, classify all A-bundles by taking inductive

limits. Let abe the natural map : H1(a,A)H1(a,Gm) and let 

     *(!H1(a , A). Thenft (or, respectively) is defined by the 

 coordinate  transformations  z.  =  a. .z + bij(or, z=  a!.z.+ b!        11111 

respectively), where  a.. 0 (or,  a!.  16 0,  resn.) and  a,,,  a!.,  b.  b!
 11  13  11  1 .11  1:1  1

 areregularfunctionsonU.nU.. if  1 and  V have the same image by 

 1 

 Olernap-V ot,thenthereareinvertibleregularfunctionscp.on U. such
               - 

that  a.. = 1n,in U.U.. Then 1! is defined by the coordinate  11 3

 transformations  z. = a..zj1+ ij. Hence every element  of -1a                                                     1-(0is  113 

representedbyfa„,b,•Iwithfixedfa..1,  where is  the  G -bundle
 ij  rn

defined by  ia,.1. Now,  fa,.,  b..1 and  fa„.,  b!.} represent the same
 13  13   13  11

element of^16'-1 (0cp.,if and only if there exist regular functionso) 
ai

 _1

   1such that=aijblji Oilraiibijicp on U.  in 

              0 1 )))[0 1 J[0  1J[0 1 

 1.1.(1  U.. This relation is equivalent to the following  :
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-1
a..=Ca..(1). 

131 133

     + =cbibij+

Theformerimpliesthatinwhenceiis a regular

function over V, i.e.  cbi is a constant r k*. Therefore, the latter

relation reduces to the following  : 

 b!  rb,,  = -            in U.  el U.  (1
 13  13  '1  13'3 1

           faijbo On the other hand, Sincedefines an A-bundle, we obtain 

           (01) 

aba 

thatiiiiil  rj.     kbjab1 0  k kiki . in U . U. n Uand 
 (0 1  J  (0 1 0 10 113k' 

(ail. biiiil 0) 
           in  U., that is, 1-0 1(0 1

        a..a.b+ a..b+ b= 0 in U.n U.rN Uk      13 3kki13jkij13

                                                      (2).

b  =  0  in  U. 
11 1 

 Since  {a..}  defines  a  divisor,  there  are  functions  h.  on  U. such
 13  1 1

thataij= h./h. in U.n U.. If we put cij= bi
3./h., c= hij/h.,  13131ijT 

then the equations (1) and (2) are equivalent to the following  :
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c!.- r= 8. -  8. in U.rNU. (3) 
ijcij1  3 1 3 

cij  +  C.  +  c = 0 in U.rU.r\Uk 
 ikkij

                                          (4) 

c  =0 in U.                                          1

where 0. = 11)./h.. Since b...is a regular function onU.U. and 
 1 1 11

h.  is  a  local  parameter  of  a  divisor  P.  fc..} defines an element of
1  -  13 

 1 .
 H-(a, Q(D)) by virtue of (4), where  0(D) is the sheaf of germs  of 

functions f such that locally  (f) > -D. Thus we get a  surjective map

 

 0a  :  H  (a,  Q(D))   >  I-  a-(E). The equation (3) implies  thata(u) =

0(u') if and only if  u =  ru for an element r of  k*. Taking

inductive limits, we obtain a surjective map 0  HI(V, Q(D)) (D) 

and  0(u) = 0(u') for u, u'eH1(X,  Q(D)) if and only if u =  ru' for 

an element r of k*.  In paticular  1  6  ly-1(D) is the  Gm-bundle defined 

by  D if and only if  i( = 0(0). If one notes that the sheaf  o(D) is 

isomorphic to L(D), our result is formulated as follows

Theorem  2.1. The set of A-bundles giving rise to a given G
m-bundle 

 1  
 f  H  (V,  Gm) consists ofEitself and the  projective space P(H1(Vf  L(D))),

where  D is the divisor class defined by

    If  1-(10 = D, then  it is defined by the coordinate transformations 

{zi= a..zbij}, where  D is determined by a.1. Then 
13ij
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 IT(s  -s  ) = -D (5) 

as in the proof of Lemma 1.15 when  s„, is the infinite section of  it and 

 Tr is the natural projection  of  '(  .

§ 2. Geometry  of A-bundles.

  Now, we shall assume again that X is a complete non-singular  curve

over the field k. Let P(E) be a P1-bundle over X.  Since E has at

least one subbundle, the transition matrices of E are of the form

faii             under a suitable  coordinate system. Thus P(E) is represented 
 0  c..

 ij 

by an A-bundle.

     If C is a positive divisor on X, then we get an injective morphism  : 

 Q(D) Q(D + C), which gives a pair of morphisms 13 and  (3*, which 

are dual to each other by the Serre duality , as follows

 H-(X,  Q(D))  H  (X,  Q(D +  C)) 

                                          (6)

o(X
,(K- D))HH(X,  Q(K -  D -  C)).

Since  S* is injective,  S is surjective.  If deg C is  sufficiently

large,  Ho(X, Q(K - D - C)) = 0, hence  H1(X,  Q(D + C)) = 0. Thus there is 

a divisor C on X such that  S(C) = 0 for all(e Hi(X,  Q(D)). So
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( is represented by a  cocycle {} such that                              cij 

 f,  f,

              h     cij=1   -iin Uf... U. (7)    .1h.  
       1 J 

 where (fi) > -Cin'U iand {h.} are the local parameters of D. If 

cisa regular function   i
11iJ1

on U„ then  {c..}  and  {c:,} define the same element in H1(X,  Q(D)).
 1  11  13 

              • • • Therefore,  <  depends  only on  the  principal partof  {f}, which we 
                                                                                 -^

shall denote by  q. Conversely,  for a given principal part  q, we can choose 

a sufficiently fine covering  {U,} and rational functions  ff  1 such that
 1  1

 f. defines  (f) and it has no pole in 1                                        U1.(\U. if i j. Then {c1..}1

given by the equation (7), determines an element of H1(X, Q(D)). It is 

clear that the principal part  r11 + r2'2corresponds to r1C1+ r2 2 <2 

 if each  qbi corresponds to  4 and  r1, r2  ek. Hence we have a surjective 

linear map  : H1(X, 0(D)), where  oe., is the vector space of all 

principal parts over  X. On the other hand,  C H1(X, Q(D)) defines an

element;'(ir1(D) by Theorem 2.1, given by  fa.,b..1,where 

*) We can choose a sufficiently fine covering {U
i} such that has no pole

in U.  n  U.  i j. For any point Q  6 X fix a uniformanizing 

 1

parameter  t(Q) at Q. If  fi has a pole of order n at Q  Ui, 

then  f  =  a
nt(0)-n + +  a1t(Q)-1 + b, where b is regular at Q.

Then  ant((Z)-n + +  a1t(Q)-1                                  is the principal part of  fi at  Q. 
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 b„ =  h,c,,. Then, from the equation (7), we have
 lj  1  1.]

b.. = f. -  a..f. in  U.  n U.  , 
 ij 1  ij  j 1  j

which shows that ff.}  defines a section of the bundle space of 

Therefore, we have a surjection  o :  (p).  If  17 =  a(0, 

then  / has a section with principal part  cb, and conversely.

    Now, in (6) take C  to be one point divisor 0 and let  cb =  yb(Q) be 

a principal part with a simple pole at Q. If is an element  of

Hi(X,  Q(D)) given by {c..} of (7) as before, then generates the 

kernel of B. For  C' e H1(X,  Q(D)) is an element of the kernel of  B 

if and only if is represented by c!. =  (f!/h.) -  (7f:/h .), where  J  
J 

 (f!) -Q in  'U., that is,  {f!} define a principal part  yb' with a simple 

pole at Q or = 0, and then  yb'  =  rcp for some r k. Fence  4  = 0 

if and only if  B is bijective, in other word,  H0(X,  Q(K - D - Q)) 

 H°(X,  S'2(K - D)), hence, if and only if  11 is a fixed point of K -  DI. 

If Q is not a  fixed point of  IK -  DI, then  < 0 and  gli4 = 0

for an element g of  H0(X, Q(K - D - Q)), that is, the divisor in  IK -  DI 

defined by g contains Q, where  Li is the cup product :  H  (X, Q(K - D)) x

 Hi  (X,  Q(D))H1(X,  Q(K)).

     Next  suppose  that  IK - DI has no fixed point.. Then, for any given 

point  0,E X,  0.(q)(0)) is not a  Gm-bundle defined by D by the above fact.
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Thus we have a map  off  X : X P(H1(X, Q(D)) because if  pl and  q)2 

are two principal parts with a simple pole at the same point of X, then

 a(64) =  ra02) for some r E k*. Now, the points of P(H1(X,  0(D))) are

in bijective correspondence with the hyperplane sections of the projective 

space of  IK -  DI. Let N =  dimjK - DI. Consider the projective model of 

X defined by a basis of  IK - DI in  PN, then  PN and  IK -  DI are 

dual each other. Thus P(H1(X, 0(D))) can be identified with the above 

 PN and since  (oIX)(Q) corresponds to hyper-planes of  IK -  DI which 

contains  Q,  (aIX)(Q) is identified with f(Q) by this identification,

N i s a regular map by a basis of  IK -  DI.where  f  :  X    P

 f N

 X    P

 GIX  I dual

                     dual 

 P(H1(X, 0(D)))    IK -  DI

Our results are the following. 

Theorem  2.2. Let  L. be the vector space of all principal part over

X. Then there is a map a  :  4 with the following properties

 (1) a is a surjective linear map.

(ii)  p(  C  t5  (D)  has a cross-section with a principal part  cp if

and only if  r =  0(0. 

     (iii) For a point Q &  X,  o(cb(0)) is a Gm-bundle defined by D if

29
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and only if Q is a fixed point of  IK -  DI, where  c(Q) is a principal 

part with a simple pole at Q.

    (iv) If  IK -  DI has no fixed point, then  (aIX)(X) is the 

projective model of X defined by  IK - DI, where  (aIX)(Q) =  cy(qb(Q)) for 

a point  Q  4-  X.

    Corollary 2.3. If  a(4)(01)),  a(4)(02)),...,  a(g0 r)) are linearly 

dependent, that is, EI=1Xia(0721.)) = 0 for some xik,then a(Eri=ly(qi))

is a G
m-bundle.

 Proof, a can be factored into the a linear map T  of  ot onto 

11-1 H(X
, Q(D)) and the natural projection.1)of H(X, Q(D)) onto-if(D). 

Then Ei=i0          Xia(4)) = 0 if and only if T(Ei.iXicP(Qi)) = Ei.ixiT(01)) =  0.

Thus our assertion is a direct consequence  of Theorem 2.1.  Q.E.D.

     Let Y(D) be the projective space consisting of A-bundles which are 

 1 
contained in  If  (D) and not a  Gm-bundle defined by D (this space can

be identified with  P(H1(X,  Q(D))) by Theorem 2.1).

     Corollary 2.4.  GY(D) has a cross-section with poles among the 

points Q1,...,  qr if and only if there are principal parts  (1)s 

which have poles among the points  Q1,..,  q, and  k lies in the subspace 

of Y(D) spanned by the points  a(41),  o(cl;,
^).

Proof. This is immediate from (i), (ii) of Theorem  2,2. 

 1
Since  PGL(1) is the automorphism group of  P  , two A-bundles  it and
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° are equivalent as P1-bundles if and only if their bundle spaces can

  

' are equivalent as I' -bunales ir ana only It tneir bundle spaces can 

                         1 be identified. Let/1r(D) and  it,  G  ir  (W) and let s and  s' 

be the infinite cross-sections of  f( and  1, respectively. If  / is 

equivalent to  It as P1-bundle, then  s' is a section  of bundle space 

of  / , hence the divisor s -  s' is linearly equivalent to the sum of 

fibres (see Lemma 3.2). On the other hand,  7(s s) = -D and  7(s°•s°)  =  -D' 

by the equation (5) of § 1. Thus, if  7(s•s°)  = n1Q1 + n2Q2++ n                             2'2 r'0                                                                                    r 

(111,...,nrarepositiveintegersandq.�.if i j.), then                                                        Q. 

 0 =  7((s -  s') (s -  s')) =  7(s.^) -  27(s•s°) +  7(s°•s°) =  -D -  2(n101 + 

   + -  D', that is, we have the formula
 r-r

 D + D' = -2(n1Q1 + n2Q2 + + n
rQr) (8),

where (n1Q1 + n2Q2 + + n
r‘r) is the divisor class defined by the 

divisor  n1Q1 + n2Q2 + +  nrikr. Suppose  / is given by faii, biJl. 

 Theinfinitesections'of/rgivesasectionu.lof  / with poles 

 1

of multiplicity  n, at  Q. We may assume that the coordinate neighbourhoods -1 

 {U.} satisfy the following two conditions,

(i) each  0 is contained in only one  of  U  i = 1, 2, ...,  r,

(ii)  U does not contains any zero of  f  , for each p = 1, 2, r.

Let us choose projective transformations as follows

 -1 
   in U if q is not any of 1, 2, ...,  r,w

q = (zq- fq)inUif 
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Then, 

can be

  1. 2

in  U
m

in

 Thus

On the 

at  Q.
 1 

then

w = (f-1 - z-1)-1 in  U if p = 1, 2, ..., r.

since  z, = f.  imples  w. =  0., the coordinate transformations of 
  1 1  1

taken as follows  ;

w = - f )-1 = a-1(z - f )-1 = a-1w in  Un  U if  q,
 q q  q qm m  m  qm  m  q  m

        r

w  -  f = f2(z  -  f  )-1=  a-1 f2(z-f  )-1 =  a-1f2w
 P  p  PP  p  pm  p m m  _  Pm  P  m

 rl U if p = 1, 2, ..., r and m 1, 2,  ..., r, 

   w
P-fP= f2(zP- fP)-1 = a-1f2(zt- ft)-1 = a-1f2f-2(wtft)    PPtPptpt

 ut if  p, t = 1, 2, ..., r. 

D'  (v) is given by fa: 1, where 
                          ij

aqm= aqm1            if om are not any of 1, 2, ...,  r,

 a' =  a-f it p = 1,  2, .., r and  if m is not any of 1, 
 Pm  Pm  P 

          2
 a' = a-f'fif  p,  t  =  1,  2,  ...,  r. 

pt ptp t

other hand, if  11)(Q.) is a fixed  function on U. with a simple 
 1 1

 and  no  zero  in  U.  and (j)(Q.) is the principal part of  i5(Q.), 

                                                                                    n.                  k  

 1=1  k=1  ik  '1  1

-1

2,..,r,

pole
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Aik is a suitable constant and  A. 0. Making the transformations 
                                                 in.                                               1

              2n, 

1'71= gQ.)lf 1-2 i-w.,we may replace the a! given above by new ones                                      ij 

independent of  X  ik  '

a' = a             if q, m 1, 2, ..., r,
 qm  qm

a' = a
Pm1gQP)2np if p = 1, 2, ..., r and m 1, 2, .r Pm 

        -1 
a
pt= apt11)(Qp)2npg0)-2nt if p, t = 1, 2,  ..., r.

And the coordinate transformations are 

 2n  -1 
 w' = a'  .w'w' = a' .w' +tp(0)Pf 

q qm m,p pm msp  p

w
P,(q110)2npf1 = a' (wtIt,2nt=-1,      pt1'

where q, m, p, t are as above. Thus there is a section of  /7' with

principal part Ei=1Ek=1pik1q6(0.)k, where Ekp                                             1ik(0)k is the principal 

                                                      =  2 

 ni -1 -1

Partofinpaticularp..--X.-.“01Therefore, if). 
    n..

 gQr) are fixed and Xikvary, we shall get a correspondence /'  A', 

between A-bundles  ,V( and  Pir which are equivalent to each other as 

          0n1 P1-bundle, in which the subspace Y(D) spanned by G(4)),..., aWq1)),

 n

 a(q)(Qt) r) corresponds to the subspace of Y(D') spanned
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by  e(0/1)  1),...,  ai(gqr)  r). This 

correspondence is the following ;

  n, ni 
          Ei =1 k=1                   1Aikc3.40.)----*Ei=1 Ek=111ika'(4)(Qi)k)  (9),                      )k 

where notaitions are as above. In paticular, if  Q1,...,  (Z
r are simple 

                                                       A.1                                                                     1 polesofthesection{f.},then we have pil= Ailand n.= 1 for all 

 1 i. The criterion that two A-bundles are equivalent to each other as 

P1-bundle is that the equations (8) and (9) are satisfied.

        § 3. Comparison with the results of chapter I. 

We shall consider first the results induced from the equations (5) and

(8). Ifthere is a section s of Pi-bundle P(E) such that  (s, s) < 0,

then (s',-s') > 0 for any another section s' of P(E) because (s, s) + 

(s', s') > 0 by the equations (5) and (8). This means that the section 

such that  (s, s) < 0 is unique if P(E) has such a section. Thus we have

Lemma 1.2 by Lemma 1.14. If a P1-bundle has two sections which do not 

intersect each other, then this bundle is a  Gm bundle(Remark 1.20). Thus, 

                                ,  

 if P(E)  (E r2) has a section s such that (s, s) = 0, then either s 

is the unique minimal section or P(E) is a  Gm-bundle with two minimal

sections, because the self-intersection number of an arbitrary section is 

not less than 0 by (8) and because if P(E) has two sections with
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self-intersection number 0 

This proves our Corollary 1 

have Theorem 1.11.

 , they do not 

.6. Combining

intersect each 

 above results

other by (8). 

and Theorem 2.1, we
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Chapter  III. Elementary transformations.

     In this chapter, we assume always that X is a complete non-singular 

curve of genus g > 1 over k. For the rational case Natata [101 studied

in  full detail and our Theorem 3.8, 3.13 are, in fact, true in this case 

too. We shall study the classification problem of  ruled surfaces with genus 

g > 1 by the same method as in [9],  [10]. We use the method of universal 

domain.  7,  71 denote always the natural  projections of ruled surfaces

onto X. 

                              1. General results.

Let S be a ruled surface. We shall denote the fibre passing through

a point P S by  9,„. Let dilrand cont,be the dilatation at a 

r

point P of a surface and the contraction by an exceptional curve of the

first kind  9, respectively. Now,  dilr[kr] is an exceptional curve  of the 

first kind on  dil S, where  dilP[Qp] is the proper transform of  Q by 

dilP.Hence we can define contdilfQI .We denote contdil].dil         PPPP

by  elmr and call it the elementary transformation at P. It is clear that

 elm S is also a ruled surface and the fibre over  Tr(P) is  elmP(P).

Conversely, every ruled surface can be obtained from the direct product

P1 x X by some successive elementary transformations,  but since the proof 

of this fact is easy and written in the book [13, Chap.V, § 1,  Th.l]
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we omit it.

Let  S be the direct product P1 x X of the projective line  13'

and a curve X. In the sequal of these lectures, elmpS is the 

                                                                 1"."-n

ruled surface which is obtained from a ruled surface S by a succession

 *)  **) 
of elementary transformations at points Pl'.°.'P nin a suitable order  . 

                                                                   ***) 
Vemist  nlmt notethatelm__cannotbedefinedifP_ andP_lieonWemusotethatecannotbedeinedifPndP2lie'     PP

2f1-n

the same fibre of S. We shall begin with an elementary lemma. 

    Lemma 3.1. Let P1,P
sbe points lying on a section P x X of

S0and dim I E41P.P. 1 = d. Then we have

 *) In this and next chapters a point may be an infinitely near point.

**) elm elmisis defined if and only if P
ris an ordinary    PP                  l'°°.' r-1 

    point  of elmS.                  P .. P                      l' '  r-1

***) A point P is said to lie on a positive divisor  D if, after 

       suitable successive quadratic dilatations, P becoems an ordinary 

       point lying on the  proper transform of D. A positive divisor D

goes through points  P1,  Pn if, after suitable successive dila

dilatations, D  E P.  becomes  a  positive  divisor.  Thus,  lying on

 

- 

and going through have different meaning from each other. For instance, 

a curve  c may go through  P, with an infinitely near at P not 

lying on c.
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dim I r(P  x  X) + Eisitp 1 =  (r  +  1)d  +  r 
                                                   -L

where r >  O.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on r. First note that

 E QR
. q,  E  tR, if and only if  E  ir(tR)  q, EIT(QR!) on X.  When r = 0, 

 1  i  1  1 

we know that dim I E.1s,1.t.,rI = dim (Trp x xI Ei!itpI) + dim (lEis191, 
  iii 

                                                                                                  , - P x X) + 1. By the aboveremark we obtain dim (Tr
p x x1Ei=s                                                    itp.1) 

                                                                                  1       

1 dim1EisiPi I = d. Moreover, no member of the linear system  lEtpI

contains the section P x X because  (E tp
.'p ) = 0 and (P x X, 9,P) =       11 

Hence dim  I E.151tP1 = d - 1 + 1 = d. Next assume r > 1, then                         =
.

 1

dim I  r(P x  X) + Ei!itp . 1 = dim (Trp  x  x I  r(P x  X) + EisitpI) +

 dim  1 (r - 1)  (p x  x) E,:itp 1 + 1. On the other hand, dim  (Trp x x 1 

                            i

r(P x X) + = d by the similar reason as in the case of r = 0

and dim  I (r -  1)(P x X) + E.Ts112,P1 = rd + r - 1 by our induction                                        -i 

hypothesis. Thus our proof is completed.

The following lemma is very useful. 

Lemma 3.2. If D is a positive divisor on  S0, then D is linearly

equivalent to r(P x X) +  Eisiti for some fibres  Qv...,  Q
s, where r = 

 (ti, D) and s = (P  x X,  D).

 Proof. Since it  suffices to prove the assertion for each component

1.
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of D, we may assume that D is an irreducible curve. By Lemma  3.1 we

have dim  1 r(P x  X) + s1                       E1.Q. I = (r +  1)(t - g) + r if t > 2g-2. On 

                           =

the other hand, (D, r(P x X) +  Eft/RI) = rs + tr = r(s + t). Thus if t 

is  sufficiently large,

dim 1 r(P x  X) + EitI=lti> (D, r(P x X) + Zit/if) = r(s + t).

Now, we fix the number t satisfying the above inequality. Then there is

a member  D' of  Ir(P x  X) +  Eititil such that it goes through r(s  +  t)

+ 1 points on D. Since (D, D') = r(s + t), we have that D' =  D +  D"

for some D" >  O. Moreover,  D" =  Eiu12i because (D",  ti)  = (D' - D,  tl)  =

r - r =  O. Hence we have that r(P x X) + Ei =1 - E'1,D. If one                                                    j=1 

takes the traces of them on a section  P' x X  (P'e P1), it is easy to see 

that Et Q.Eau k,E s k„ for some fibreseQ.E.D.     i =1j=1k=1 k 1"." s

     Remark 3.3. We get the following formula for the arithmetic genus 

by the genus formula.

pa(r(P x X) + Ei=1) = rg + (r - 1)(s - 1).

Remark 3.4. D is a non-singular irreducible curve of genus g on

S0i1    if and only if D is an irreducible member of  IP x X + Et.1 for 

                                                                         = suitable fibres  t  Q
s'

Proof. If D is a non-singular irreducible curve of genus g, then 
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D  ' r(P x X) +  Zi:lki by lemma 3.2. If r > 1, Remark 3.3 implies that

g s - 1 = 0 and therefore g = 1 and s = 0, that is, D  ti r(P x  X) and 

D is irreducible. On the other  hand,  we have that  1r(P x  X)1 = {P1 x X 

+ +  Pr x X  I P1,...,  Pr  e  P1}. This is a contradiction. Conversely, 

let D be an irreducible element of  IP x X + E.s1 i1. If D has singular 

points, then  (D, > 1 and hence  D  i  P  x  X  +  EQ. Therefore,  D is

a  non-singular curve. Moreover, the genus of D is equal to g  by 

Remark 3.3.  Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.5. Let Q.,R.,STbe points of X such that 
       1 3m

(i) E.qQ+Er R is  linearly equivalent to7 sSEg+r-sT    1=1ij=1j-Q=1'2 ,m=1m'

(ii)  s  >  g and  r  +  s  >  2g,

(iii)  R Rr are independent generic points of X over k and

all  of Q. and Tm are k-rational points. Then E)21-2,is non-special 

                                                              =

in  the'sense  of. Riemann-Roch theorem.

Proof. If r > g, then considering  k(R1,..., R
r_g) instead of k

and q + r - g instead of  q, we may assume that r = g. Thus, in general,

we may assume r < g. We may assume that  ESk is a generic member of

 lEkSkl over  k(R1,...,  Rr). Since r < g, and  E  Rj is non-special, we 

have dim  1  E  R.1 =  O. This, that the Q. are k-rational points and that 

 3 

 1EQ.+ER.1=  1EkS +  E  Tm1 is defined over  k(S1,...,  Ss) show that 

RR
rare algebraic over k(SSs). Therefore, 19rs
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trans.degk  k(S1,..., S
s) = trans.degk k(R1,..., Pr, Ss) = 

 trans.degk  k(R R
r) + r                               trans.degk(R...,R) k(R1' S1,...,  Ss)    1, 

 >  r  +  dim  ESz  >  r  +  s  -  g  > g. Thus, among S1,..., S
s, there are at 

 least g independent generic points of X over k, whence  E  S
z is  non-

special. Q.E.D.

Now, we prove a key lemma which has a geometric meaning of Lemma 1.5.

Let s1 and s2 be mutually distinct sections of S0.We mean by  s1s2

the set of common points,  including infinitely near points, of  s1 and  s2.

                           Mls4 ASSUMe thatD=sl  1e                       -1fn4,4uivalent to D2  =  s2

E.n.7-1(R.),where(i)m.and  n, are natural numbers,  (ii) q.and  R. 
 J

are points of X such that  Q. R
jfor any i,j. SetOt = (7-1(n))                                                                                                           .1

s2andR7:v
3=(7J-1(R.))  •  s1. We consider sets of points as follows : For 

each  Qt or Rt(1) if Qt sir-Ns2(or, if Rte  sin  s2, respectively), 
 3J 

then let Qt* (or, Rt*, resp.) be the infinitely near point of Qv:, (or, i 
3  i 

 Rt, resp.) of highest order among points in s1ir.,s,,,and let  M. (or, N., 
 3,1 1

resp.) be the set of infinitely near points of orders 1, 2, ...,  m. (or,

1,2,...,n
J,resp.) of Q* (or, R3**, resp.) such that they lie on s2 

     i (or,  5/, resp.) ; (2) if  Q*0  slr,  s2 (or, if P14 si  "  s2, respectively), 

                                            J then let M.(or,N., resp.) be the set of infinitely near points oforders    i
3 

0, 1,..., m. - 1 (or,0,1,...,n.
3- 1, resp.) of (2,(or,Rt, resp.)              J 

such that they lie on s2 (or,  sl, resp.). Now, rename the points of
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(s1"s2)741      2            (U.)(i(iiNj)' say P1,..., Pu' then we have 

    Lemma 3.6. In the above situation we have that  eltn pSO  is 

                                           1"" U

isomorphic to S0as P1-bundle. 

      _ u *) Proof.  Consider  the  linear system  ID I - E.P.'.Since D1 and 
                          11=11 

D2 are contained in  ID11 -  E  P., we obtain that dim  (ID11 - E P.) > 1.                                                                                                                                                                 -
-= 

We can see easily that all proper transforms of member of  ID11 - E  Pi do 

not intersect each other and they are sections of elm_Swhich 

                             1P0'u

 **) 
completes our proof.

Corollary 3.7. Let Eir1i                           m.P. and Es1m!P:be divisors on P x X 
            =i1=11

 1 P' x X (P,  P'EF:  P  , P  0 P') respectively. If  E miff(Pi) E miff(P1) on 

X and if Tr(Pi)  # Ir(P
1) for any i,  j,  then  elm_  11'..., '  Psm'

                            _ 

is isomorphic to S0r1as-bundle,here Pi
,t(or,jthe infinitely                                         P;ti 

                                                                                                  , 

                                                       )is tn

near point of order  i - 1 (or, t - 1, resp.) of P. (or, resp.) which
 1

lies on P x X (or, P' x  X,  resp.).

Proof. Put D1 =  P  x  X  + E.r1tP:and D2= P'  x  X  + E.r19,P .'then                           1= 
 1  1

Lemma 3.6 is applicable. 

*) Let L be a linear system and  P
i be points. Then L - E  Pi denotes

      the linear system which consists of members of L going through all P.. 

          1 **) If 
a P -bundle has three sections which  don't intersect each other,

then it is isomorphic to the trivial bundle. 
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    The following theorem which was proved in [12] offers a tool to 

classify ruled surfaces and to determine the structures of them.

Theorem 3.8. If S is a ruled surface, then S is isomorphic to

elmPPS0as P1-bundle with suitable points  P1, P
n on So             n

1
such that either (1)  all the P1,...,  Pn lie on a section P x X(P  E P )

or (2) n is not greater than 2g + 1. 

    Proof. Let  P1,  P
n be points such that S is isomorphic to

 elmp  p  So. Assume that n is the smallest number of such points. 

 1".  '  n

We assume  the  contrary to  the theorem  for these points PP                            1" 
n

shall derive a contradiction. 

First step. Our assumption that n is the smallest implies

 (i) If R1"RtexLt= IPxX+Et-1(R.),, and if

              t-1-1D1,  D2E Lt - E1=1Pa 
i(a1 <... < at+1<n), then D1 and D2 contains 

a common section of  S0. 

Proof. If D1 and D2 contain a  common fibre, then we can reduce

 to  the  case  where  t  is  one  less  since  Pi  and  P.  (i  # j) do not lie 
 3

on the same fibre. Now we assume that  D1 and D2 contain no common 

component. Then, by Lemma 3.6, there are points  Q1,.qt -1 on  So such 

that elm  Sis isomorphic to Ssince 
          (11          Pat+1'(11"'"  qt-1°0
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                             *) (
D1, D2) = 2t. Consider the inverse of 

, Qt-1                                                elm.. Then we have            Q1'.. 

that elmS is isomorphic to elmQ**S0and this    P
"Qt-1 

         a 

 1a01                   t+1

contradicts to the  smallestness of n.

Second step. For R1,..., E X, we consider Ln_i = IP x X +
 n-1  -1
Ei=17(R.)I. Since n > 2g + 2 by our assumption dim  IE R.I = n - 1 - g, 

1 1

whence we have dim  L
n-1  = 2n - 2g - 1 by Lemma 3.1. Therefore,

(ii) dim (Ln -/TE.n1P.) > n -  2g - 1 > 1,          ==

for arbitrary  R1'  R
n-1G X.

 1Let P  G  P- be the point such that  Pi  E P x X, and  Q1,...,  (I
n  E X

bepointssuchthat7-1(Q.)goes through  P. for each i.  we may assume

P1,.."P
slieonPxXandnoneofPst,„..., Pn does. Then we have

s > n - 1 by our assumption on the  P.. 

Third step. Let  R1,  R
s-1 be independent generic points of X

and R
s+1. =s+i+1for i > O.Then Ln-1n1                                               - E.P. contains a member                                                          1=

 D=PxX+E7r-(R.).  By  (i)  above,  every  member  of  L -  E -P  n-1 i=1i

10Theinverseof. elm
pis obtained asfollows : IfP is an ordinary

     point on a ruled surface S and  elm S =  ST, then  Q  =  elmP  [12,P] 

     is an ordinary  point on S' and  elm_  • elm S =  elmQ  5' = S and

hence the inverse of  elm  is  elm
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n -1                          n -1  s-1 -1 
containsE.,<X,..wherice1x X + Ei=s+1 7 (0,i) +  Ei=1 7 (Si)1 

 s-1 ET.=1Si1.ElEs71i=1-Ri11.Since dim (Ln-1-TP.) > 1 by (ii), we have                                      1 =

       1 dimI =1E.R.I >  1. On the other hand, R1,..., Rs-1are independent   T= 

generic points, so we have

(iii)  s  >  g  +  2. 

         ) Fourth step. We may assume that the fixed points of E1Q 
 *

1siI

are  Qu+/,...,  Qs. Then we shall prove that 

    (iv) Every  Ps+1 (i = n - s) is an infinitely near point

 of some  P.  with u + 1 <  j < s. 

 =

 Proof. Assume for instance  P
s+1 is not an infinitely near point

 of any  P.  (u  +  1  <  j  <  s).
 = 

   1

Case I. Let  P
s+1 be an ordinary point of S0lying on the section

 p'xx(p'P). Since dimIE.0 =1(1.1  1=dimiE.s=1                 10'i1>s-g> 2 by      1= 

(iii), there exists 0s+1+EuCii.celEQ.I. Now, consider  Lu =              'j=211u1=1 

 u-1i-1 
IPxX+EITWI,then L -  E.u P.- P  contains  P x  X +  7(Q)    i=11 U  1=11 S+1SI-1 

  U-1-1 + Z

j2 7(Q,) and P' x X + E1=1 7(O.). This is a contradiction by (i).  .1

Case II. Let  P
s+1  beaninfinitelynearpointsofscaneP.with

*) This step is not necessary. But we take this step because this is a 

     good example of the method of elementary transformations. 
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i < u. Take a general member E.1u1i1Qof I E.u1 0.1 and let p! =

(P' x X) • (n-1(Qt)) for some P'P1 (P  0 P').Then elm  P
u'

P,S0is biregular to S0by Corollary 3.7. Now, consider the  1".., P
u 

inverse  of  elmp,P'. It is of the form elmP*
•.P* for the  l''.., 

u l''•'' u 

points Piwhich lie on the proper transform ofP x X.Since Ps+1does

not lie on the proper transform of P x X, we can reduce to the case I on

elm_Swith respect to P*P*P,P.  F1,..., P , PI,..., P'0u'u+1''''n

Thus we complete the proof  of (iv).

The last step. We may assume that  P1'  P
n are k-rational points.

We consider a complete linear system

                                          s-1-'            1,...lpxx_i_E.sTr....1.1-(R.) I                    1101)+E                 =711' 

where R1,...,  Rn_s_i are independent generic points  of X. By (iii) above, 

we have dim  I  E.s 0. +  En-s-1 R.i=n- 1 - g > n - s,whence EsQ. + 
 1=1.1  i=1 11Q                                                                            =1-1

n-s-1 ns-1__
forsomeS.X.ThusL-EER.E           q+E-Si 1iforsoinsW.ThusL-E-P. i=11i=s+11=1=11 

 n s-1 
contains  P  x  X  +  E  i =S+1-1(Cli)-1(Si) by (ii). Therefore,

every member of L -  Ei1  Pi contains P x X by (1).

 On the other hand, Lemma 3.5 is applicable to

 

s    _n-s-1  _  n  s-1
E.q+  E7 - R.q, E.q+Es 1=1i1=111=S+1i=1
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and so we have that  E  Si is non-special. If Qs+
a(a > 0) is a fixed 

                 ns11s+a-1 
point ofIE.sQ+ En-Ril- Ethen11is a fixed point 

    1=1ii=s+1s+a 

of Is+ a + E S. and this contradicts to the fact E Si is non-special. 

                   1

Therefore, we have

 s+a 
(.0cumilE.Q+Ell-s-1.R.Hciimozs                                                   .0.+I.R...E.Q.,)       11 Q.j=111'1I1=s+1

 =  a  for  every  a  =  1
,  2,  ...,  n  -  s.

    Set L* = L - Ea
=1Pifor a = 0,n.If a < s,then P             a 

 4. a  f4x,=-4 pmntof T.* if ..11,1 ^nly 4f 04o n f4xcirlnf 
        a-1 -  Crt

1sA.+ 0-1®1  R.I. Hence we have I1=an_j=

                           1=1 Oij=1j

On the other hand, we know

(vii) dim L* = dim (TrP X  XL*) + dim(L* aP x X) + 1. 

                                           Since L*0 =L and L*  -  P  x  X  =  L  -  P  x  X, (vi) and (vii) for  a=

 n-s-1 0, s imply that dim (Trp x X L:) = dim 1 I R. 
                           j=1

Now, we consider the case where a > s. Since every member of L*  -
                                                                                a

            a -1  P  x  X contains Ei=s+1 Tr (Q.),dim(L*a- P x X) = dim  (IEn  -s  -1 R. + E.1s1Q.  j=1= 

-
ias+1 Q.). Thus, by (v) we have 

 =
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(viii)  dim  (L*  -  P  x  X) - dim ( La*P x X)=a  -  s (for  a >  s).

Since dim L* - dim L* <  a - s, (vi) and (vii) for  a  =  s and a > s 

 =

imply that dim  (Trp  x  X  L**) dim  (Trp  x  x  L*) > 0. In paticular, for

 a = n, we know that

         dim L* = dim (TrP x X Ln) + dim (L* - P x X)  +  1  > dim (L* - P x 

This is a contradiction to the fact that every member of L* contains 
 n

P x X. Thus, the proof of Theorem 3.8 is completed.

     Recently, Nagata proved in [11] the following result which answers 

 affirmatively the Atiyah's conjecture  : N(P(E)) is at most g.

     Lemma 3.9. Let  R1,...,  R
g+2d+1 (d > 0) be arbitrary points on 

 S0. Then there is a divisor D > 0 on  S0 which is linearly equivalent

 g+d 
i=1  ki for some fibres  ko_d on  S0 and which goes

to  PxX+

through  R1,...,  R  +2d+1.

To prove this lemma we need two sublemmas.

Lemma 3.10.  If g+d Pi is a generic member over k of a non-

special complete linear system on P x X and  D* is a generic member of

          + 

 IP x X + Ed'9,PI over k(P1"."P+d), then dimk  k(D*) = g + 2d + 1. 

                                    g 

    1

     Proof. Since Eg+d P is a non-special divisor on P x X,                       1
=1 i 

dimIEP 1=d and so dim1PxX+g+dPI= 2d + 1 by Lemma 3.1. 
                                  1=1.

1
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Hence, dimk  k(P1,...,  Pg+d,  D*) = dimk k(P1,...,  Pg+d) + 

dimk(P1,...,PD*) = g + d + 2d + 1 = g + 3d + 1. Now,  k(P
.P )g+d' 

             g+d 

consider the locus T of (D*,  P1,...,  P
g+d) over k, then dimk T = 

g + 3d + 1. (D*, P17..., I"g+d) is in T if and only if E Pi E Pi. 

For, if two divisors D1, D2 are linearly equivalent each other, and if 

(Dl,IV) is a specialization of (D1,D21),then D°2DI. In paticular, 

since (D*,  P x  X + E+d.Pi) is a specialization of (D*,P x X + E.g+dP) 
   1=11=1.

1

over the specialization (D*,  P1,...,  %.1_(1) (D*, Pi,..., P_vd) and 

sinceDe<X+Eg+di =191).,wehavethatEP.,I,E  P' if (D*,  P° P'+d)                                                                       +d  1g 

is a specialization of (D*, P1P
g+d). Conversely, since  E P.  is a 

generic member of  1 Ei-V=1Piover k(D*),(D*,P°, P' ) is a                                                                  a+d 

specialization of (D*,  P P ) if E  PE P°. Thus we get dim k(D) 
                              g+d 

= g + 2d + 1 since dim  I  E  P
i  I = d.

     Lemma  3.11. If  R1,...,  R.
n are points on a surface and 

dimk k(R1"..'R
n) > 2n - r, then there are at least (nr)independent 

generic points of the surface in {R1,...,  Rn}.

Proof. It is clear when n = 1. Now suppose n > 2. If

dim_    k(RR) k(R1,•..,R n) = 2, there are (n - 1 - r) independent      1"."
n-1 

generic points in {R1,...,  Rn_1} by our induction hypothesis,
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hence R and they are (n - r) independent generic points. If
 n

dik(R1,...,R) ) = 1,then dimkR) > mk(R
1,..., Rn-1)n-1=

2(n - 1) - (r - 1). Hence there are (n 1) - (r - 1) = n r independent 

generic points in  {R1,...,  Rn_11 by our induction hypothesis.

Now, go back to the proof of Lemma 3.9. 

Proof of Lemma 3.9. Let D* be the same as in Lemma 3.10. Let

R* R*2+2d+1be independent generic points of D* (note that D*  is 
   g 

irreducible) over k(D*) and consider the locus T of (D*,R*                               '1" 

  g+2d+1) over k. Then  dimk T = 3g + 4d + 2 by Lemma 3.10. Let Pr

be the projection morphism of T into the direct product of (2g + 2d + 1)

copies of S0.If (R1'R
g+2d+1) is in Pr(T), then Pr-1(RI ... 

 " RI) consists  only of one element because if (Di'IRR' 2
g+2d+1l2g+2d+1) 

and (D, Ri, ""Iq g+2d+1) are in Pr-1                                               2g+2d+1), then 2g + 2d = 

(D*, D*) = (D'l'2D') > 2g + 2d + 1 and it is a contradiction. Thus we get

 dimk k(Rt,..., Rt                zg+2d+1) = dimk Pr(T) = dimk T = 3g  + 4d + 2.

Now, apply Lemma 3.11 to this case (n = 2g + 2d + 1, r = g), then there are

g + 2d + 1 independent generic points in 'fR*...,R*                                     l2g+2d+11, say 

Rt'''''1I+2d+1.,tRLet T' be the locus of (D*I'""I+2d+1) and F 

be the direct product of (g + 2d  + 1) copies of  S0. Then, if Pr' is
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the projection of T' into F, Pr' is surjective. Therefore, there is

a specialization D of D* which goes through  R1,...,  Rg+2d+1 and by

Lemma 3.2 this is a divisor for which we look.  Q.E.D.

     Before proving that g is the lowest upper bound of N(P(E)), we 

must show the following lemma.

     Lemma 3.12. Let D* be the same as in Lemma 3.10. If Eg+dR. is                                                            i
=1 1 

non-special divisor on  P  x  X, then each member of  IPxX+EkR _  I is

 

-  1 

a specialization  of D* over k.

Proof.  Let be the  Chow^CIPXX-1-7g+d 0 I  which  is  i =1 -P
i1'

regarded as a  subvariety in the locus of D* over k. Consider the

specialization  (C, D*, P1,..., P
g+d) (C', D', R1,..., Rg+d) over 

k, then D'  is  a  member of  IPxX+ Eg+cikR_I. Since D* is contained                          i=l
 1 

in Supp(C), D' is an element of Supp(C') and so Supp(C') is contained

in  IPxX+ER,R .  I. Because dimension of the support remains unchanged

under the specialization process and diml.PxX-1-g+d  o  I  =  i =1  -R .

 dim  I  P  x  X  + Eg+52,1by our hypothesis,Supp(C') =IPxX+ Ek 
  1P.'R.

 1 1 

and each member of Supp(C') is a specialization of D*. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.13. The lowest upper bound of N(P(E)) is g. 

Proof. First note that every section of P(E) is the proper transform

 of  a  member of IPxX+EiI by elm if P(E) =          i. RR

s                                                              s 

elmR RSwhere kk,are suitable fibres of S0.If  s <  g, 

1"s0'.r0'
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 1
all P x X (P  e  P-) of S0are transformed into sections whose 

                                    -

self-intersection numbers are at most g. If  s =  g,+ 2d or g + 2d + 1 

(d > 0), then take a divisor D as in Lemma 3.9 for R1,...,  P. If

 D = D' + Ei1Q. and D' is irreducible, then at least (s - t) points 

            =

 of  {R1,...,  Rs} lie on D' and  (D',  D') =  2g + 2d - 2t since any two 

points of {R1,...,  Rs} don't lie on the same fibre. Thus self-intersection 

number of the proper transform of D' is at most 2g + 2d - s, which is 

g or g - 1 according to s = g + 2d or g + 2d + 1. Therefore, we 

obtain from Lemma 1.15 that N(P(E)) < g. Next, if d > g - 1, then each 

divisor of such a form  Eg+d R.
Ion P x X is non-special and so by  i=1 

Lemma 3.12 every divisor on S0which is linearly equivalent to some 

P x X + Eg+di=1Qiis a specialization of  D*in Lemma 3.10. Let T be the 

locus of (D*, R*,..., )where R*,..., are independent          1,
g+2d+2'1,g+2d+2

generic points of  D* over k(D*). Then, dim T = 2g + 4d + 2 by  Lemma 3.10, 

whence the  projection Pr of T into the direct product F of

(g + 2d + 2) copies of  S0 is never  surlective. Thus F  - Pr(T) is 

non-empty Zariski open. It is easy now to see that N(elm...
.,                                         R'So)                                                               '

g+2d+2 

= g for (1        'RI'''''Rg+2d+2)E FPr(T).Q.E.D.

Let D be a divisor class on X with degree  D = n >  O. By virtue

of Theorem 2.2 (iv) we obtain a morphism  a  : X  P(H1(X,  L(-D))). On

the other hand, there are rational functions  f0(u, x),..., f
g+n-2(u, x)
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on  J
n x X such that {f0(D',x),...,fg+n-2(D', x)} is a basis of 

 o(X
, L(K + D')) for any point of a suitable Zariski open set UD  in  Jn

which contains D, where J is the  Jacobian variety of degree n. Take

the dual basis  vo(D'),..•,  v
g+n-2(D') of f, x,..,                                              0(D').fg+n-2(D'' x) 

in H1(X,  L(-D')). Then we have a bijective map

hD : UD  x Pg-1-n-2  {(D', E) I  D' e  UD, E EiP(H1(X,  L(-D)))1 

 1113(p',  a0,...,  (D',  aovo(D') + + ao _n_2vo_n_2(D')).

g+n-7
Therefore, we have Pb.---bundle space V

nover Jnand a morphism 

 a  Jn x X  Vn such that  p-1(D)  ti P(H1(X, L(-D))) and  61 (D) x  X 

=  a
D for any  D  €  Jn, where p is the projection of  Vn to  J.

     If N(P(E))  = n > 0, then a vector bundle of canonical type E is an 

extension

      0  > I E L  0, 

where deg L = n, L  E  0(P(E)). Hence  P(E) determines some points of 

 V  (the  correspondence  is  the  same  as in Theorem  1.11).  The  set  of  points
 n- 

 of  V  which  correspond  to  P(E)  is  bijective  to  that  of  minimal  sections
 n

of P(E). Conversely if (D,  f)  € Vn is given, we have an extension

0  --÷ I  E(D,  E)  L  (D) 0  .
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Hence we get a  P  -bundle P(E(D,  )) but N(P(E(D,  c))) is not always

equal to n.

     Now how many minimal sections do exist on a ruled surface S such 

that N(S) > 0 ? In the first place, consider the case where  N(S) = g. 

We may assume that there are ordinary points P1 P
g+2d+2 and S =

elm S for sufficiently large integer d > g - 1.*) 

                    . 

  Pl".,P
g+2d+20 

 (P1,...,  Pg+2d+2) must be contained in the set F - Pr(T) in the proof of

Theorem 3.13. A minimal section S is the proper transform of a section

 IET+2 pi). s of  So such that s + zi.1 kiE(IP x X + ETT-12i
Lemma 3.12 implies that every positive divisor which is linearly equivalent

 g+d+1       k
.for some fibres R1' a specialization  i

=1'Q'g+d+1
to  PxX+  E

of a divisor D. Let  R1,..., be the independent generic 
                                     g,2 

points of  D over  k(D) and T' be the locus of  (5,, Kg+2d+2) 

over k. Then dimk  T' = 2g + 4d + 5. If F' is the direct product of 

(g + 2d + 2) copies of  S0, then dim F' = 2g + 4d + 4 and the natural 

projection Pr' of T' to F' is  surjective (see the proof of Lemma 3.9). 

Thus we know that every minimal section is the proper transform of an element

of Pr'-1(P1'P
g+2d+2')and that dim Pr'-1(P1"Pg+2d+2) >=1.

*) There is an integer d such that every ruled surface S is obtained 

    by elementary transformations at g + 2d or g + 2d + 1 ordinary

points on  So (use Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 3.8). 
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On the other hand, if dim Pr'-i(PPg+2d+2)> 2, we canfind a divisor 

        -1 
                P in Pr'(          -P1"."g+2d+2) going through mutually distinct infinitely near 

points  q1,  Q2 of an ordinary point of  P1•.• Pg+2d+2 (see  [11] Th.  AI)

and this divisor is of such a form D +  2 that D goes through all of

{P1'..., Pg+2d+2}  • Then the proper transform of the prime component of 

D such  that it is a section of S0is a section s with (s, s) < g.

This is a contradiction. Thus we have

     Proposition 3.14. If  N(S)  = g, then the set of minimal sections of 

a ruled surface S is of dimension one.

     Let  Dt be such a divisor that is defined in Lemma  3.10 for t points 

 P1".  P
t and let  Ttr be the locus of  (5t,  R  Rr) over k, 

where  R  Rr are independent generic points of  5t over  k(15t) and 

2t  - r >  O. Consider two closed subsets Gt r' Ht,r of Tt,r 

     ,

    0t
,r = {(D,  Q)  I (D,  q,-.., 0,r) r Tt,r, 11-(Qi) = 11-(Qi) for 

some  i  j}

    Ht
,r = the locus of (Dt-1 + 2, .  H') over k, where 2 is a 

generic fibre over k(15t-1, R1,..., R;) and where  R; are 

independent generic points of  5t -1.

Now, the map fof Z= Tt
,r- (GH ) to V          t,rt,r                         t,r t,r2t-r 
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 r

 ft
,r  :  (D,  Q1,...,  Qt)  (ff(D•D)  (0i),  0  i=1

 -1 
is a rational map, where  C  is  the element  of p  (7(D.D)  E  7(Q.)) 

                                                                    i=1

determined by elm S0which can be regarded as A-bundle in 

 r 

"e0:  7(Q.) -  Tr(D•D)). If r is sufficiently large, ft ris a surjective 

                                                                                                      , map. It is easy to see that N(elm0S0) < 2tr if and only if                    Q
1  Qr0 

 Qr  Prt -1,r  (Tt-1,r), where Prt,r is the projection of  Tt,r 

to S0xx S0(r-ole product of S0). Thus the image of

 -1 
 Prt

,r (PrTt-1)(NZby ft,ris just the subset of V2t-r which         t -1 ,r,rt,r 

consists of elements corresponding to P'-bundle with N(P(E)) < 2t - r. 

Therefore, we have

Lemma 3.15. The subset of V
nwhich consists of elements corresponding

to  P1-bundles with N(P(E))  = n is a dense subset of  V
n which contains

a Zariski open subset.

If (D,  e V2 corresponds to P(E) with N(P(E)) < 2, then P(E)

has sections s, s' such that (s, s) = 2, and (s',  s°) < 2. By virtue 

of Proposition 1.18, (s', s') = 0 or -2. Moreover if (s', s') = -2,

then (s,  s') =21    {(s, s) +  (s',  s°)} = 0 and so P(E) is the  G
m-bundle

defined by D (see Remark 1.20), whence P(E) cannot correspond to a point 

of  V2. Thus  (s', s') = 0, which implies that s' is a section with simple 

pole at Q =  Tr(s•s°) since  211-(s•s') =  Tr(s, s) +  71-(s°•s'). Therefore,
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(D,  E) is contained in the image of  -Cr by Theorem  2.2(ii). Conversely 

if (D,  E) is contained in the image of  "-Cr, then P(E) has a section s' 

with simple pole and so N(P(E)) < (s', s') =  O. On the other  hand,  6 is 

proper. Hence the subset of V2 which consists of elements corresponding 

to P'-bundles with N(P(E))  = 2 is a Zariski open set of V2.

 Next let us consider the case where N(P(E)) = 1. The following lemma

implies that every element of V1 corresponds to a P1-bundle with

N(P(E)) = 1. 

     Lemma  3.16. let L be a line bundle  of  degree 1  over  X with g 1.

Then a non-trivial extension E of L by  T. is a canonical type. 

 Proof. If E has a subbundle L' of deg  L° > 1, we have

deg  (L  OLT-1) = 0 since  110(X,  L  Li-1) 0 by Lemma 1.3. Thus

 L  L°-1                 and so  L,1, L'. Then, by Lemma  1.4, E,‘,1-,(DLft,TOL and this 

contradicts to the fact that E is a non-trivial  extension.

     If P(E) with N(P(E)) = 1 has minimal sections s,  s', then s 

determines one point (D,  E) in V1 and (D,  E) is the image of (D,  (1) 

by  6 where Q = Tr(s, s') (see Theorem  2.2). Thus the number of minimal

sections of P(E) is equal to  (trOrl (D,  E)) + 1. By virtue of 

Theorem 2.2 we have# (6-1 (D,  E)) < deg (K + D)  = 2g - 1. Consequently

we have the  following theorem.

Theorem 3.17. Let n be a positive integer not greater than g.
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     (1) The subset  Un of  Vn which consists of elements  corresDonding 

to P1-bundles with N(P(E)) = n is a dense subset of V which contains
  n 

a Zariski open subset of  Vn.

    (ii) If n = 2, then  U2 is a Zariski open set of V2. 

    (iii) If n = 1, then U1  = V1 and there is a  surjective map

 fl  : V1  T x =  {P(E)  I N(P(E)) =  1} such that  tirfil(P(E))  =  #4(P(E)) 

<2g for all P(E). Moreover, there is a closed set F of V1 such that

dim  (P  (D)  /\  F) =  1 for all D  E  J1 and that any element of f1(V1 - F)

has only one minimal section.

Corollary 3.18. There is a  suriective map f:  U 119g = 
                    g g v x

 {P(E)  I N(P(E)) =  g} and dim  f-1(P(E)) = 1 for all P(E)  E  /510g. 

     Proof. By virtue of above theorem and  Proposition 3.14 the proof is

obvious.

    We can prove easily the following fact : If S = elm_                                                           P
l"."r P(3, 

 0 <  N(S) < g and if  P1,...,  Pr are sufficiently general, then the number 

of minimal sections of S  (=II  ot(S)) is finite.

Here we present a conjecture.

Conjecture. If  N(S) < g and S  So, then  #  4(S) is finite. 

This is true if g < 3 (use Theorem 3.8).
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§ 2. Special cases.

     We give, here, a rough classification of ruled surfaces in the case 

where g = 1 or 2.

     For a ruled surface S = elm S' a section of S is the                                       P

1'..,Pr0 

proper transform by elm,of an irreducible member of IP x X 4  P
r

 E  Z-1 for some fibres  Z. because a section ofS0is an irreducible                       of

member of such a linear system by Lemma 3.2. Thus we have the following 

tables  of a  classification if we take the results of the preceding section

into  account.  We  callasection  of  suchaform  PxX  abase  of  C
 J. 

Table I. The case where g =  1.

N(P(E))  tke(P(E)) Type

1 (1, 1, 1)

0 the direct product.

0  1
(1, 1). One point is an infinitely near point

of another which does not lie on a base.

0 2 (1, 1). Both points are ordinary points.

-1 1  (1)  .

-2 1 (2).

• • •

-n 1  (n)  .

In this table (n1,n2,...,   2" r) expresses a surface which is obtained
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by the elementary transformations from the direct product

P1,.'plPr,                         Pr such that PkP l'
n11,2'.'n

r1,

 lr
base unless  nk = 1 and P-1is an infinitely near point

on a base. 

     Table II. The case where g = 2.

Notations are the same as in the Table I.

S0at the

 k li
e on

nk 

which does

 points 

the same 

not lie

 

I  N(P(E)) #.6(P(E) ) Type

2  CO

 

1  (1 ,  1,  1,  1).

1

at most

4

(1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1) or (2, 2, 1).

0  00 The direct product.

0 2 (1, 1). Both points are ordinary points.

 0 1
(1, 1). One point is an infinitely

 of  another  and  both  don't  lie  on  a a

near point

base.

0 1 (2, 1, 1).

0  2 (2, 2).

-1 1 (1).

 -1 1 (2, 1).

 -2 1 (2).

-2 1

 (3,  1).  The  latter  point  is  an

point of the former and doesn't lie

infinitely near

lie on a base.

-3 1 (3).

-4 1 (4).

• • •

 -n 1  (n).
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Chapter IV. Models and special cases.

In this chapter we shall study the  classification  of P1-bundles and

their models in special cases.

§ 1. Decomposable (G
m-) bundles.

     It is clear that a decomposable bundle in Chapter I is the same as 

a  G
m-bundle in Chapter II. On the other hand, the following proposition 

shows the relation between decomposable bundles and elementary transformations.

     Proposition 4.1. P(E) is decomposable (i.e. E is so) if and  only 

if P(E) is obtained by the following way : Let L  E  c4(P(E)) amd D0(or, 

 D  , respectively) be the zero (or, polar, resp.) divisor of a divisor 

defined by the line bundle L. Take  Do (or,  D  , respectively) on (0) x X 

(or,  (c) x X, resp.) and  perform the elementary transformations at such points 

on SO,then the transformed surface is P(E).

     To prove this proposition we need a lemma which will be also used 

later.

Lemma 4,2. Let P be a point on a ruled surface S and put T =  elm
p.

If s and s' are sections of S such that P lies on s and not on 

s', then  7'(T[s]  • T[s]) =  7(s  • s)  -  7(P) and  7'(T[st]  •  T[s']) =

 7(s'  • s')  4-  7(P) as divisor classes on X, where  T[s] (or,  T[s'], 

respectively) is the proper transform of s (or, s', resp.) and where
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 7 (or,  71, respectively) is  the  natural projection of S (or, T(S), resp.) 

onto X.

Proof. Since s and s' are sections, there are fibres  k  k
r,

r+1'.."Qtsuch that stis'  + Ei=11k.- E                                            j=r+1j                                                      Q(see Lemma 3.2).

Let  k be the fibre T(P) of T(S) and T[2,.] be the proper transform

of 9.. or T[P] according to k1.illoP or z.1e P. Then we have that 

                                        T[s] +  k  "  T[s'] +  Eir,  T[ki]- Ejt
r+1T[kjinand'{T[s]  •  (T[s'] + 

E.r1
1T[2,.] - E.tT[kj])1 =  ir(s • s). Thusn(T[s] • T[s]) = 70-IT[s] . 1j=r+l 

 (T[s'] + E.r11T[Q.] - E.t T[kj] -  k)) =7(S  •s)—  ir'(T[s]  •  z) =    1j=r+1

 7(s  • s) -  n(P) and similarly  n'(T[si]  •  T[s']) =  ir(s'  •  s') +  n(P). 

 Q.E.D.

     Proof of Proposition 4.1. To prove the "only if" part let  Do = 

ir1 EmiP.,D= Et1nj0bj(m., n. are positive integers) and zi= a.z =1=1 jiJi  j=

be the coordinate transformations of P(E). Then L is defined by matrices

  -1 
(aij) and so if  s(or,  s0' respectively) is the infinite (or, zero, resp.) 

section, then  7(s  • s) =D0-D=and 7(s0.s0) =D-D0'Let  M. 

 1

(or,  N., respectively) be the set of infinitely near points of order
 J 

                                                               -1
0,1,...,71.

1-1 (or,0,1,...,n. - 1, resp.) of Pi= 7-(Pi) • s 

                                                                           . (or, Q,ff-1(0i)  •  s0, resp.) such that they lie on  s. (or,  s0, resp.). 

      1 Then rename the points of  (liMi)  U  (I)Nj), say R1,...,  R
u. Now, consider 

the elementary transformation T = elm„Then TO(T[s .] •  T[s.]) = 0                                               1`1"."R
u.
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and  Tr'(T[s0]  T[s0])  = 0 by Lemma 4.2 and  T[s .] doesn't intersect

 T[s0]. Thus T(P(E)) is the direct product of  Pl and X by Theorem 1.11

and Remark 1.20. Moreover,  T1                                    is the  transformation stated in our 

proposition. Conversely, the surface P(E) in our proposition has two 

sections which don't intersect each other, that is to say, the proper 

transforms of the sections (0) x X,  (co) x X. And we get by Lemma 4.2 that

 ff(s.)  =  D0 -  D.. Thus P(E) is decomposable and L  G  4(P(E)). Q.E.D.

§ 2. Special cases.

Now, we shall consider some special cases. 

 (A). The case where g =  0. 

Since 2g - 2 = -2, every P(E) is decomposable by virtue of Remark 1.13

and Proposition  1.9. Hence e X= P- and  CX =  f(o(P(E)),  0)}. Since 

X is rational,  4(P(E)) is determined by N(P(E)), that is to say,  Cx is

regarded as the set of non-positive integers. By Proposition 4.1, if P(E) 

corresponds to n, then P(E) is Nagata's  F-n [10]. Thus we have

Theorem 4.3. Isomorphism classes of P1-bundles over a rational

curve correspond bijectively to non-positive integers. If P(E) corresponds 

to n, then P(E) is nothing but the Nagata's

     Since N(P(E)) is an invariant of biregular classes of ruled surfaces, 

the above classification is that of biregular classes. By  Corollary 1.7
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and Proposition 1.18, F (n < 0) has only one minimal section (the
 -n

self-intersection number being n) and another section has the  self-

intersection  number  not  less  than  -n.  This  is  analogous to the

Proposition 2 of  [10] and it can  he proved easily from the above remark.

(B). The case where g  = 1.

 1
We need some lemmas to classify  P--bundles over X with g = 1.

Lemma 4.4. Let E (2, 1) be the set of isomorphism classes of

indecomposable vector bundles of rank 2 with degree 1. Then every element

of  E(2, 1)  is of canonical type. Therefore, we have N(E) = 1 for all 

E  c  E(2, 1).

     Proof. Let  E  G  E(2, 1). Then, by the Riemann-Roch theorem on X 

we have dim.H0(X, E) > 1. Hence there is a  grobal section4)EH0(X,  E).

However, if a line bundle L of positive degree is a subbundle of  E, 

then we have an exact  sequence

 _1

0 L  E  ---)- (det E)  ---3- 0

and this means that  E is decomposable because dim H1(X,  Hom((det  F.)  0 

 L-1, L)) = dim H1(X, (det E)-1L2) = dim  H0(X, (det E)G)L-2) = 0 by

the Serre duality and the fact that deg ((det  E)  0L-2) < 0. Since E is

 indecomposable, the subbundle  -14)1 of E is degree 0, that is to say, 

 [4)1  ti I and I is a maximal subbundle of  E.  0.E.  D.
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    The following lemma is a special case of the  Atiyah's theorem ([2] 

Theorem 7).

     Lemma  4.5. Let  6(1, 1) be the set of the  isomorphism classes of 

line bundle of degree 1. Then the map det  E(2, 1)  e(l, 1) 

is  bijective.

Proof. Let E G  E(2, 1), then by Lemma 4.4 we have an exact sequence

0 I E  det E  O.

On the other hand, dim H1(X, Hom(det E, I)) = dim  H1(X, (det  E)-1) = 

dim H0(X, det  E)  = 1 by the Serre duality. Thus  E is determined uniquely 

by det E, that is to say, det  :  6(2, 1)  6(1, 1) is injective. 

 Conversely, if L G  e(1, 1) is given, then there is a non-trivial

extension E of L by I

0 I E  --÷ L 0,

where det E = L, because dim  H1(X,  Hom(L, I)) = 1. If  E  ti  Li  (-D  L2, 

then I  L1, L2 and dim  H0(X,  Hom(I,  Li))  = 1, whence deg  Li > 0

 (i = 1, 2). This is a contradiction since deg  E = 1. Thus E is 

indecomposable. Therefore, det E(2, 1)  E(1, 1) is surjective.

 P.

Corollary 4.6. If E  E  E(2, 1), then the set of the maximal
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subbundle of E is in  bijective correspondence with the curve X.

     Proof. X can be identified with the Jacobian variety of X. 

Let N be a maximal subbundle of E. Then N is of degree 0 by 

Lemma 4.4 and N naturally corresponds to a point of X. This map is 

injective by Lemma 1.5. Conversely, let N be the line bundle of 

degree 0 which corresponds to a point of X. By Lemma 4.5 we can find

 E'  E  E(2, 1) such that det E = (det E')  fxO  N2 = det(E'  ON). Then,

by the injectiveness of the map det  : E(2, 1)  .(l, 1), we 

obtain E = E'  ON. Meanwhile, I is a maximal subbundle of E' by 

Lemma 4.4. Thus N is a maximal subbundle of E. This proves that 

the above map is surjective. Q.E.D.

Here we come to the Atiyah's theorem [1].

     Theorem  4.7. The moduli space of isomorphism classes of  P- 

bundles over X with g = 1 is the union of  J (n runs over all

negative integers), J0and two points P0,P1,where J
nand JO 

are the space of decomposable bundles and P0(or,  P1, respectively) 

is a class of indecomposable bundle with N(P0) = 0 (or,  N(P1) = 1,

resp.).

     Proof. Decomposable cases are treated in Corollary 1.12. Next, 

we treat the indecomposable cases. First, note that N(P(E)) < 1 

and that P(E) is decomposable if N(P(E)) < 0. In the case where

N(P(E))  = 0, we have dim H1(X,  A(P(E))-1) = 1 if and only if
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 0(P(E)) = I and if  of  (P(E)) I, we have dim  H1(X,  aS(P(E))-1) = 0

by the Serre duality. Thus, there is only one indecomposable bundle 

by Theorem 1.11 and it is  P0. Next, consider the case where N(P(E)) 

= 1 . Let E,  E'e E(2, 1), then we have deg((det E)  Q (det E')) =  O.

Therefore, we can find a line bundle N of degree 0 such that N2 =

(det E) 0 (det E')-1. Then, det E = det (E'  ON) and by Lemma 4.5,

E =  E'ON, that is, P(E) = P(E'). Hence, P1 = P(E) (E  C  E(2, 1)) 

is only one  P1-bundle with N(P(E)) = 1.  Q.E.D.

The model of an element of J or  Jfl was given in Proposition 
 n

 4.1. On the other hand, from Table I of Chapter III, Theorem 1.16, 

Lemma 1.15, Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.6, we get

Theorem 4.8.

(1) The model of P0is elmQ
1'Q2S0,where Q1is an

ordinary point and Q2 is an infinitely near point of Q1 not on a

base.

(2) The model of P1 is elmRR
2'R3S0' where R1, R2, R3    1'

are ordinary points on distinct bases and distinct fibres respectively. 

     (3) P0has only one minimal section and the  self-intersection

numbers of sections of P0are all even. 

     (4) The set of minimal sections of P1 is in bijective  corres-

pondence with X and self-intersection numbers of sections of P1 are

all odd. 
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     To consider the classification of biregular classes of ruled 

surfaces over X with g = 1 we prepare a lemma which was proved by 

T. Suwa [14] in the case where k is the complex number field.

    Lemma 4.9. Let P0be a fixed point on X and P(E) and 

P(E') be decomposable P1-bundles over X with g = 1 such that

N(P(E)) = N(P(E')) = 0 and s (or, s', respectively) is a minimal 

section of P(E) (or, P(E'), resp.). Then P(E) is biregularly 

isomorphic to P(E') if and only if there is an automorphism  q of 

X such that  c(P0) =  Po and  qb(P) = P' for  u(s • s) =  Po -  P, 

 u'(s'  • s') =  Po - P'.

     Proof. First assume that  cp stated above exists. Then  cp*(P(E')) 

has a  minimal section s" such that  u"(s"  • s") = P0- P where  u" 

is the projection of  ,1)*(P(E')). Thus  (*(P(E'))  ti P(E) as  P1-bundle

and so P(E) is biregularly isomorphic to P(E') by Theorem 0.3. 

Conversely, if  T is a biregular map of P(E) to P(E'), then there 

is an automorphism  i of X by Theorem 0.3 such that  u'  T  =  0  n. 

Thus if  T(s) =  s',  u'OY(s)  •  T(s)) =  4)(Tr(s  • s))  =  i(P0) -  i(P)  %  Po - P'.

Now, we shall identify X with its Jacobian variety and write the group 

operation of X multiplicatively. Let  ck be the automorphism of X

such thatcp(Q) =  Po  •  lb(4) • (gP0))-1. Then  cp(Po) =  Po and 

 (1)(P)  = P' since  j(P0) -  p(P)  %  Po - P' and this  (I) is the required

automorphism. Next, if  T(s) is another minimal section (see Corollary 1.7),
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then  tp(P0) -  11)(P)  ti P' -  Po by Proposition 1.9 (iv). Let  4) be the 

automorphism of X such that  gQ) =  P'  •  (4)(Q))-1  •  Ip(P) for all 

 Uk.,,E X. Then  4) is the required automorphism.  Q.E.D.

Thus we get 

Theorem 4.10. The moduli space of biregular classes of ruled

surfaces over X with g = 1 is the union of countable points  P
n

 ^, 

(n < 1) and X, where X is the quatient space of X by automorphisms

of X as an abelian variety.

     Proof.  Let  P(E)  and  P(W) be  P1-bundles such that N(P(E)) 

= N(P(E')) = n > 0. Then there are P, Q C: X such that  Z(P(E)) = nP 

and  A  (P(E')) = nQ as divisor classes. If  cp is an automorphism of 

X such that 4)(P) = Q, then  4)*(P(E'))  ti P(E) as  P1-bundle since 

 k(cp*(P(E')))  =  nP, Thus P(E) is biregularly isomorphic to P(E') 

by Theorem 0.3 and the class of this P(E) is  P
n.  P0, P1 are the

same as in Theorem  4.7. It is clear by Lemma 4.9 that the space of 

biregular classes of decomposable ruled surfaces (i.e. decomposable

as PI-bundle) with N(P(E))  = 0 is X. Since P0has only one minimal 

section and every element of J0has two minimal sections,P0is never

contained in X. Q.E.D.

(C). The case where g 2.

Theorem 4.11. The moduli space of  -'6)  Xover X with g = 2 is

 Cs,

the union of  Jn (n ranges over all negative integers),  J0,  P_2, X
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are the same as in Corollary 1.12, Pand Jwhere J
nand JarethesameasinCorollary1.12'P-2 00

is a point and where  Jo is the variety which is obtained by the 

dilatation at the unity from the Jacobian variety of X.  P _2, X

and J0correspond to the indecomposable bundles of N(P(E)) = -2, -1,

and 0 respectively. 

     Proof. It is sufficient if one proves the assertion in the

 indecomposahie case. Thus we need consider only the case 0 > N(P(E)) 

> -2.  If N(P(E)) = -2, then dim  H1(X,  06(P(E))-1) < 1 and the

 equality is fulfiled if and only if 06(P(E))-1                                                    is the canonical

divisor class by the Serre duality. Hence an indecomposable bundle

P(E) with N(P(E)) = -2 is unique by Theorem 1.11 and it is  P_2. 

 Tf N(P(E)) =  -1,  then we obtain dim H1(X,  oN(P(E))  -1) = dim  0(X,

 -1 
 u(P(E))  --) by the Riemann-Roch theorem. Thus,  if dim  e(X, 

 o6(P(E))-1) > 1, then the divisor class defined by  0(P(E))-1                                                                           contains 

a divisor P, where P is a point of X. Here, the  inequality 

dim H1(X,  tZ1)(P(E))-1) > 1 does not hold. For, if so, there are two 

points  P, Q of X such that P and Q are linearly equivalent as 

one point divisors.  However, this fact happens only in the case where

X is rational. Hence, dim H1(X,  4(P(E))-1) = 1. This latter equality 

holds, if and only if Ik(P(E))-1  I = P, for one point divisor P. 

If dim H1(X,  o6(P(E))-1) = 0, we see easily that P(E) is decomposable 

(Theorem 1.11). Therefore, there is a bijective correspondence between
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X and the set of indecomposable P1-bundles with N(P(E))  = -1. Finally, 

consider the case where N(P(E)) =  O. Then dim  H1(X,  dts(P(E))-1) = 1 

if  06(P(E)) I, and dim  H1(X,  06(P(E))-1) = 2 if  oa(P(E))  = I. 

Since the set  {o  (P(E))  I N(P(E)) = 0} is bijective with J ( = the 

Jacobian variety), the set of indecomposable bundles with N(P(E)) = 0

is J0by Theorem 1.11.

Combining Theorem 1.16, Theorem 4.11, Lemma 4.2 and Table II of

Chapter III, the models of indecomposable bundles ofiover X                               19

with g =  2 are the following  :

(1) The domel of  P-2 is  elmP P  QR  S0' where  P1 + P2 
 l' 2"

is a canonical divisor of a base,  4 is an arbitrary point on the 

same base and R is an infinitely near point of Q not on a base.

(2) The model of an element of X is elmP
, Q,RS0'where P

is the point on a base corresponding to the given point of X, Q is 

a point on the same base such that dim  I  P  +  Q  I  = 0 and where R

is an infinitely near point of Q not on a base.

     (3) The models of :I0are the following : Let D0and D be 

positive divisors on X such that D0- Dco=06(P(E)) and that 

deg  D0 is  minimal.

 (i) If  06(P(E)) =  I, then P(E) = elm_
, QS0,where P is an

ordinary point and Q is an infinitely near point of Q not on a base.

(ii) If D = P1 and D= Pthen P(E) = elm              02'P,P' QR  s0' 
                                             l'  2"
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where P°1(or,P2'respectively) is the point lying on (0) x X 

(or, (co) x X, resp.) such that  Tr(PI)  = P1 (or,  Tr(P2)  = P2, resp.), 

Q is a point on (0) x X such that dim  1  PI + Q  1  = 0 and R is

an infinitely near point of Q not on a base.

     (iii) If  D = P1 + P2 and  DO =  Q1 +  Q2, then P(E) = 

elmS0,whereP12tand P°are the points lying on the  PI,P, Q1,0' 

same base such that  Tr(P1)  = P1 and  Tr(P2) = P2 and where  Q1 and 

   are the points such that  7(Q1) =  Q1 and  7(Qp =  Q2 and that 

 PI,  Q1,Q2 lie on distinct bases respectively.

The following theorem is a special cases of Theorem 3.17. 

 Theorem  4.13.  Let  the  genus  of  X  be  2.  Then  there  are  Pn-

bundle  spaces  V
n  (n  =  1,  2)  over  J  and  we  have  the  following  : 

 —,1    (1)  There is a surjective map  f1 : V1  1S); and 

•1-f11(P(E)) = ttek(P(E)) is at most four for all P(E) E/X.
     (2) There is a surjective map f2 of a Zariski open set of V2 

    2 to6)xand dim f21(P(E)) = 1 for all P(E)  e

(D) The case where g  = 3 

Taking Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.17 into account, we have

Theorem 4.14. Let the genus of X be 3. Then there are  Pn+1

bundle space V
n (n = 1, 2, 3) over  Jn and we have the following  :

 1    (1) There is a surjective map  fl of V1 to  Vx and 

11-,(11     (P(E))=1*(P(E)) is at most six for all P(E)4:u-x
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(2)
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to  t? 

 X

   (3) 

contains 

for all
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 2 
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 P(E)  e  3  X
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